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Polymer particles morphology can be defined as a pattern of phase-separated domains comprising a

multi-phase polymer particle [1]. Properties of a polymer particle strongly depend on its morphology, and

thus the control of particle morphology is a key factor for success in producing high-quality polymers

materials, such as coatings, adhesives and additives [2].

Currently, an accurate prediction of particles morphology is still a challenge due to its complexity.

Several modelling approaches, describing the dynamics of the morphology of a single particle, have been

suggested in the last few years [3, 4, 5]. However, the single-particle approaches only provide a partial

view of realistic systems, containing millions of particles. Furthermore, such models are computationally

demanding even with the use of High Performance Computers.

In contrast to currently available computationally expensive and restricted single-particle approaches,

we recently proposed [6] a Population Balance Equations (PBE)-based model to predict the size distribution

of polymer agglomerates, composing the morphology of interest. The PBE model provides a view of the

whole population of polymers particles, taking into account the relevant kinetic and thermodynamic effects

behind the morphology formation [7].

The numerical treatment of such a model is not trivial due to the following difficulties. First, reactants
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and particles concentrations may be coupled, leading to a challenging integration of the resulting system of

equations. Then, numerical solutions require substantial computational resources since, in practical engi-

neering processes, the computed solution may extend over several orders of magnitude and can exhibit very

sharp moving fronts.

We propose three novel numerical approaches which help to obtain accurate and efficient numerical

solutions of the introduced model. While the Optimal Scaling (OS) [8] procedure, designed for the dimen-

sionless reformulation of equations expressed in physical units, assures computationally tractable orders

of magnitude for the PBE terms, the novel Generalised Method of Characteristics (GMOC) allows for the

integration of PBE models with coupled dynamics. Finally, the Laplace Induced Splitting Method (LISM)

combines a splitting integration scheme with Laplace induced analytical solutions to enhance accuracy and

speed of the numerical treatment.

We discuss the main features of OS, GMOC and LISM methodologies and present numerical results

demonstrating the potential of the proposed techniques.
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